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Just to briefly introduce our institution:Our museum is based in the Royal College of Music, one of the world’s leading conservatoires and home to around 1,000 students. We’re based just across the road from the Royal Albert Hall in the same area of London as the V&A, Science Museum, Natural History Museum, and Imperial College.



Royal College of Music Museum
Re-opened October 2021

New gallery displaying instruments, artwork and manuscripts from late 15th century to modern era.
Interactivity including audio guide and family activity space.
Collection of 14,000+ items, c.150 on display in main gallery.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We opened a new gallery for our museum collections in October 2021. The development and construction of our new display space was supported by the National Lottery Heritage Fund, as part of a major wider refurbishment in the College which also introduced new practice and performance facilities to our estate.This dedicated gallery provides us with a permanent display area, a temporary exhibition space, as well as our Weston Discovery Centre – a space for family activities, school sessions, and other small classes.We’re home to over 14,000 items including over 1,000 historic musical instruments, including the earliest surviving keyboard instrument with strings, and the earliest surviving guitar. We’re also home to many works of art depicting musicians, including paintings, drawings, and sculptures as well as memorabilia.



Royal College of Music Museum
Re-opened October 2021

Concerts

Weston Discovery Centre

Presenter Notes
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Our collection is an important resource for our students and teaching staff. Students engage with our collections through many of the instruments which are still in playing condition, such as the 18th century harpsichord on the left here, and the 16th and 17th century bass viols in the centre.Members of the public can enjoy concerts in our gallery space with a pay what you can model, again often featuring our historic instruments. We also run a number of guided tours, family and school activities from our Weston Discovery Centre, which provides a hands-on space for visitors to interact with music and musical instruments.



Wolfson Centre in
Music and Material Culture
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Presentation Notes
The improvements to the College’s estate provided us with an opportunity to improve our collections care facilities, as well as re-position and enhance the learning and research possibilities of the Museum for both our internal and external users, and so we developed our new Wolfson Centre in Music and Material Culture with this strategy in mind.



Infrastructure

Climate-controlled storage for museum 
collections.

Conservation workshop

Presenter Notes
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At a foundational level, the centre provides us with facilities we didn’t have before, but which improves our functionality as a museum – climate-controlled storage for the museum collections, conservation facilities…



Infrastructure

Retrieval of museum collections to our 
South Kensington site 
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And room to store most of the 14,000 or so items in our collections to make them more easily available to visiting researchers. Over the course of six months we re-housed and populated the storage facilities in the centre to ensure accessibility and safe storage for the collections.



Opened September 2022

Object-based 
learning/teaching

Research facility Digitisation

Presenter Notes
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The centre opening at the beginning of this academic year. Now populated with our collections, the facility acts not only as a foundation of our collections care activity as a Museum, but gives us a centre to engage more productively with our students and professors for theoretical and practical studies, and a base for further research development and partnerships.



Materialising Musical Instruments

Wolfson Centre in Music & Material Culture

Prof. Gabriele Rossi Rognoni
Chair of Music & Material Culture

Museum Curator

Hamburger cithrinchen (cittern), 
By Joachim Tielke, 1676

Portrait of a lady holding cittern, c.1790

Presenter Notes
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Now this infrastructure is in place the research plan and identity of centre is being developed and reinforced. This has started with a humanistic approach through our Materialising Musical Instruments project. Our first directions to follow are non-textual sources relating to music history and the materiality of music in general, and to address the need for a methodological framework which is being developed through our PhD programme – the initial stage has pushed through early Modern European studies, supervised by our Curator and Professor of Music and Material Culture, Gabriele Rossi Rognoni.



Materialising Musical Instruments
Materialising Musical Instruments is a 
multidisciplinary research project that engages with 
European Instruments from 1500 to 1600 from a 
material culture perspective focusing on their role as 
products of complex processes of manufacture, 
distribution, use and circulation to foster a better 
understanding of them as material objects and their 
contribution in the making of early modern musical 
soundscape.

Wolfson Centre in Music & Material Culture
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Initially the project has engaged with European Instruments from 1500 to 1600 from a material culture perspective focusing on their role as products of complex processes of manufacture, distribution, use and circulation. We’re engaging new way into looking at musical instruments through seeking to recognise them as fully integrated components of early modern manufacturing processes. Through identifying how the ‘materiality’ of musical instruments was shaped by the broader economic structures of the period, including the global trade in raw materials and patterns of consumption, the project aims to better understand their contribution and interconnection to the globalisation of commodities in the early modern period.



Materialising Musical Instruments
Funded by the British Academy Leverhulme Small 
Research Grant (2021-2022), the project aims to situate 
early modern instruments within the larger framework of 
economic interconnections, cultural history of commodities 
and their production and dissemination.

Wolfson Centre in Music & Material Culture

Materialising Music: 
Perspectives in Music 
and Material Culture
Conference 
8-9 December 2022

Presenter Notes
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Funded by the British Academy Leverhulme Small Research Grant (2021-2022), the project aims to situate early modern instruments within the larger framework of economic interconnections, cultural history of commodities and their production and dissemination. Our Materialising Music: Perspectives in Music and Material Culture Conference at the end of last year presented developments in this area, with further publications coming soon.



PhD Programme Collaborative Development
Collaborative partnership in early stages between RCM, Sorbonne, Leipzig 
University, and the University of Music and Performing Arts Vienna.
Part of four university courses in Europe which teach Music and Material 
Culture:
• aiming to formalise a European network in this area, with the Wolfson 

Centre as the main aggregator
• co-supervising dissertations across the universities

Wolfson Centre in Music & Material Culture
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This conference has also led to initial partnership development with three other institutions – the Sorbonne University, Leipzig University, and the University of Music and Performing Arts Vienna, towards a collaborative doctoral programme between the four institutions in Europe which teach Music and Material Culture. The aim over the coming months is to formalise this network with the Wolfson Centre as the main aggregator.



Music, Migration and Mobility
Base for development of exhibition Music, Migration 
and Mobility - the story of émigré musicians from 
Nazi-Europe in Britain (January – May 2023). 
The exhibition explored the lives and legacies of 
émigré musicians who fled the Nazi regime and the 
ravages of war, and their contributions to musical life 
in the UK.
Funded by the Arts and Humanities Research 
Council (AHRC), the exhibition was part of a major 
RCM research project in collaboration with Royal 
Holloway, University of London and University of 
Salzburg.
Learn more: 
https://www.musicmigrationmobility.com/

Wolfson Centre in Music & Material Culture
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The Wolfson Centre also acted as a base for the development of one of our successful exhibitions from earlier this year. Music, Migration and Mobility was an exhibition developed as part of an AHRC-funded project, exploring the lives and legacies of émigré musicians in Britain who fled the Nazi regime. This was an output of a wider 4 year cross-disciplinary research project which combined archival research, oral history research and geographical research informed by mobility studies, as well as performances and publications of music.



Wolfson/DCMS - 3D Modelling Project
Enabling the creation of 3D printed models of historically 
important musical instruments from the collection, 
increasing outreach and engagement opportunities for 
visitors with additional needs and younger audiences as 
well as student musicians.

Wolfson Centre in Music & Material Culture
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We’re also addressing technological research approaches. We recently received support from the DCMS and the Wolfson Foundation to enable the creation of 3D printed models of some of the historically important musical instruments from our collection. Historic musical instruments offer a unique insight into the sounds of our past. But as a museum we also want to offer a unique opportunity for non-specialist audiences to engage with music heritage through sound and touch. The ability to recreate these instruments in three dimensions aims to lower the barrier currently posed by conservation concerns and the fragile nature of these instruments, allowing many more people to engage with our collection. It’s important to clarify the aim is to produce working instruments – these aren’t just models.



Wolfson Centre in Music & Material Culture
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We’ve been supported by colleagues at the Natural History Museum to produce micro-CT scanned models of instruments – starting with two of our historic wind instruments. The example here is an ivory recorder made in the early 18th century. These have then been 3D printed – we’re experimented with different material types at the moment but we can see on the left here a 3D printed section of the recorder.



Wolfson Centre in Music & Material Culture

On display 2D reproduction 3D reproduction
prototype
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Here’s another finished prototype of one the earliest surviving clarinets in the world, made around 1730. 



Thank you!

www.rcm.ac.uk/museum
richard.martin@rcm.ac.uk
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Our roadmap will lead us to by this coming summer being able to release a manifesto for the Centre – we’re open to invitations for collaborations and expressions of interest so please do get in touch.

http://www.rcm.ac.uk/museum
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